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ABSTRACT

Mercury is one of the heavy metals, which is found in the nature in three forms of element, organic and inorganic. Mercury is a silver, heavy, toxic and liquid metal. Mercury and its compounds are absorbed to body through skin, swallowing and breathing. The most important way of mercury absorption is through breathing that damages the stomach and intestine. Omega3 is of necessary fatty acids that body is not able to produce and synthesize them and they must be provided through food and vegetable and marine oils. Omega3 fatty acids are categorized into 3 categories of DHA, EPA and ALA. Oil fishes such as sardine, salmon and mackerel are rich sources of DHA and EPA. Oils, egg and fruit juices are among the enriched foods through Omega3. According to the performed research, Omega3 drug forms that are represented as mercury-free from valid plants of different countries, their mercury has been fully refined and is proper alternatives as a supplement.
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Introduction

Mercury poisoning is very important due to sever damages occurrence. The effect of contact with mercury has been reviewed on the children’s growth in a study in New York Rochester University and after gathering mercury toxic effects related information key researchers expressed that some mercury forms are Neurotoxic and cause clinical signs in high dosages.

Researches show that major part of mercury in fish tissues existed in organic form (mercury methyl). Several discussions can be mentioned in relation to mercury amount in fish. First, mercury amount in bigger and older fishes is more than younger fishes and second, mercury amount in carnivore fishes such as shark and pike is more than herbivorous fishes.

Mercury toxicokinetics (absorption, emission, metabolism and disposal) depends extremely on the mercury form that a person has been supposed.

For example, elemental mercury is not able to be absorbed significantly through human digestive system and disposed almost fully. So, it has low toxic effects. However, elemental mercury is absorbed to the lungs easily and quickly through respiratory system. Approximately 80 percent of the inhaled vapors are absorbed through the lung tissues. About 90 % of mercury methyl form is absorbed through digestive system. Mercury methyl has relatively long biological half-life (44 to 80 days) in human body. Mercury methyl can also transfer to the infant through mother’s milk. Mercury methyl is associated with neural and cardio-vascular problems in the adults. The mercury methyl that is accumulated in fishes’ bodies can be easily absorbed to the pregnant women’s bodies by eating fish and leads to some problems in developing neural system in the fetus. These signs include mental retardation, blindness and hearing problems, growth and complementation retardation, speech and memory disorders. According to the importance of Omega3 as food supplement, reviewing of mercury amount in Omega3 drug forms is a research motivation.

Methods:

The most common methods of mercury amount measurement are colorimetric, neutron absorption, spectrometry, atomic absorption, chromatography gas and liquid, and mass spectrometry.

Commercial unit for working with mercury is flash that its weight is equal to 76 lb.

Nobody knows certainly that how much the mercury normal limit in human body is. Mercury allowed limit in work environment air was approximately 0.1 milligrams in cubic meters, 3% milligrams in litter, 0.07 to 0.2 ppm in muscles, 0.018 to 3.7 ppm in liver and 0.45 ppm in bone and its total amount in a 70 kilograms person’s body is 60 milligrams. Mercury average amount that enters daily to human body through food is 0.03 that this amount doesn’t cause any problem from poisoning viewpoint. In addition, the existent mercury amount
in water is about 0.06 micrograms in litter and 0.03 micrograms in litter in sea water. The existent mercury amount in soil has been reported about 10 to 15 ppb and 1.9 to 231 ppm in petroleum. It was specified after mercury measurement that mercury amount in Omega3 drug formsthat are represented as mercury-free from valid plants of different countries, their mercury has been fully refined.

Results and Discussion

Nowadays, nutritionists suggest that people include fish in their diet to benefit from health benefits but according to the present study, it was specified that special considerations must be considered in eating some fishes such as Kafshak and shark fish, so that limitation and even prohibition of eating are mentioned about some fishes.

Some health responsible organizations in some countries such as United States (including Food and Drug administration (FDA) organization) avoid many problems due to the existent of the pollutants in marine foods by placing fish eating correct pattern and/or suggest to eat refined and mercury-free Omega3 from valid plants of different countries with cold water (mercury is deposited in cold water and its absorption is minimized in fish body) that is a proper alternative.
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